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Due to the importance and
urgency of climate protection, we are all forced to
reconsider our actions and
to consequently behave
in a way to protect and
improve our living spaces
and environment. Only
twenty years ago, timber
constructions were mainly
seen in rural regions, at
most in peri-urban areas.
In the meantime, however,
strongly growing cities and
urban agglomerations have
turned into the central areas
of our liveable environment
where nowadays building
materials, based on renewable resources, have started
to play an essential role. It
is precisely in these urban
areas that we experience
growing demand for timber
constructions of all types.
Timber, which apart from
clay is the oldest building
material of all, has long since
established as high-tech
product in combination with
other materials.
Building with timber is
the response to present
construction-related requirements. Light-weight,

stable, heat-insulating,
fireproof, carbon-storing
and renewable. Apart from
many routine tasks, mainly in
the scope of refurbishment
of existing buildings where
timber engineering has
silently and almost unremarkably proven its efficiency,
innovative building
concepts are today capturing
the attention of more
and more experts. These
buildings not only show
the feasibility of erecting
multi-storey timber constructions in urban areas
but also demonstrate their
architectonic potential – in
new constructions, energetic
refurbishment projects,
façade designs, building
extensions and densification
of useable areas.

culture based on timber and
technical innovations. We
pay high tribute to all these
building owners, architects,
designers and other professionals who have chosen to
share with us one part of our
journey. They reflect current
developments and trends
in the building industry and
they are the ones to visualise
the quality and beauty of
contemporary timber
constructions.
Yours truly

Peter Rubner
President of the Rubner Group

Sustainable construction
is based and depends on
good examples and the
willingness to approach
new trends with an open
mind. Being a family-owned
and operated company
with more than 90 years of
company history, we have
the obligation to enhance
and promote a building
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THE CHOCOLATE FACTORY OF HAPPINESS

CHOCOLARIUM

For more than 160 years now,
the Swiss company Maestrani
Schweizer Schokoladen AG,
seated in the municipality
of Flawil within the canton
of St. Gallen, has dedicated
itself to a very special culinary delight: Chocolate!
Every day, highly passionate
chocolatiers gladden adults
and children alike with their
sweet creations. The full and
precise recipes of the different varieties are passed
down from generation to
generation and are one
of the best-kept secrets in
the company. In April 2017,
Maestrani’s Chocolarium,
the Chocolate Factory of
Happiness in East Switzerland, opened its doors to
the public. Installed right
next to the company’s
headquarters and covering
an area of approximately
2,000 m2, this visitors’ centre
– a spectacular architectonic
structure – offers an entire
world of chocolate experience.

allows adults and children
to have a closer look on the
exciting and fascinating
processes of chocolate
manufacturing. The discovery tour starts with a cinema
movie followed by a tour
in the raw material zone.
Finally, the visitor is guided
to the magic sluice of happiness where the discovery
tour is crowned by chocolate
moulding and baking courses, a new shop and a café.
The roofed patio offers terraces on two different levels
inviting visitors to relax and
enjoy the ambience.
The new, two-storey structure has been provided by
Rubner Objektbau as turnkey frame construction and
represents the attractive
frontage of the Chocolarium.
The entrance, the foyer, the
ticket desks, the shop and
the café are all installed in
this area. The upper floor
houses event rooms and the
administrative offices of the
company.

The roof and the ceilings
of the structure are made
of cross laminated timber
elements and supported
by round laminated timber
columns with steel beams.
The architectonically highly
distinctive and characteristic
outer shell of the building
that is made of cantilevered,
vertically and wavelike
arranged Kerto laminated
veneer lumber elements
impressively symbolises the
flow of chocolate.
The almost 50 m long passerelle, a two-piece truss
bridge made of laminated
timber that joins the new
construction to the factory
building, concludes the
discovery tour.

An attractive discovery tour
marked by interactivity, culinary sensuality, emotionality
and lots of interesting facts
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As early as 1852, the company founder Aquilino Maestrani was
convinced that “Anyone who looks at the world through the eyes
of a chocolate lover will be able to recognise true beauty and
happiness”.

In Maestrani’s Chocolarium, visitors experience in a playful and
humorous manner with all their senses why chocolate makes
people so happy. They learn how happiness feels like and how
it sounds, how it looks like, how it tastes and smells – and
finally how this happiness gets into chocolate. The fantastically
designed exhibition rooms allow the visitors to immerse into
colourful and exciting worlds of chocolate illusions and happiness. In one of the exhibition rooms the visitors have the
sensation of chocolate dropping on their heads and in another
room the visitor himself will have the feeling of being wrapped
in golden leaf.
6
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Completion: 2017
Client: Maestrani Schweizer Schokoladen AG, Flawil (CH)
Architect: KE Architekten, Zurich (CH)
General contractor: Rubner Objektbau, Brunico (IT)
Timber engineering: Rubner Holzbau, Bressanone (IT)
Outside and inside walls: 1,450 m2
Façade: 945 m2 of Cetris boards, 960 m2 of cantilevered Kerto LVL elements
Ceiling and roof surfaces: 1,713 m2
Glued laminated timber: 159 m3
Cross laminated timber X-Lam: 385 m3
Pictures: Maestrani, www.foto-aldente.net
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SPORTS STADIUM

TOP LEAGUE TIMBER ROOF

Completion: 2015
Client: Palace s.r.l., Civitanova Marche (IT)
Architect: Studio Montevidoni, Civitanova Marche (IT)
Timber engineering: Rubner Holzbau, Bressanone (IT)
Roof surface: 3,650 m2
Glued laminated timber: 480 m3
Pictures: Giandomenico Lupi
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A.S. Volley Lube, the volleyball club from Civitanova
Marche (IT), currently leads
the the first Italian volleyball
league, and plays in the
Champions League, too.
The Eurosole Forum, the
stadium where all the
championship matches
take place, accommodates
some 4,100 spectators and
in addition hosts concerts
and many other events.
Apart from the main hall,
the huge complex includes
the club’s offices, a fitness
centre, several locker rooms,
a medical and anti-doping
area, the press centre, several
restaurants and bars as well
as a parking area with sufficient space for some 2,000
cars.
Demands made on the
building design and architects were manifold and
challenging. On the one
hand, the offered solution
had to secure an architectonically appealing and harmonious balance between
sports, nature and wellbeing. On the other hand,
particular focus was also
placed on highest fire safety
standards and shortest

possible project execution
period. These two aforementioned aspects were the
main reasons why the roof
of this sports complex has
been implemented by using
glued laminated timber
elements.
The 62,70 m long, arched
roof structure is composed
of five roof cassettes, each
of them covering a length
of some 12.50 m. The roof
covers a surface of some
3,650 m2 spanning up to
approximately 51 m.
The roof structure comprises three load-bearing
components: the ridged
roof type, laminated timber
lattice trusses, the pressurebearing laminated timber
beams in the zone of the
roof area and of the tension
rods, which serve to stiffen
the main roof structure, and
the purlins installed in a 2 m
grid onto which soundabsorbing sandwich panels
are installed as roof covering.

The truss girders at the roof
ridge reach a height of more
than 6 m and each of them
weighs some 30 tons. The
height difference between
ridge and eaves measures
approximately 9.20 m. All
elements have been prefabricated in the factory in
Bressanone and then delivered to the construction site
just-in-time. It took Rubner
Holzbau only six weeks to
complete the entire range of
tasks assigned, starting with
production up to assembly
of the roof structure.

MODERN TIMBER-GLASS-CONSTRUCTION

DAYLIGHT SPORTS HALL
12

Several schools and sports
clubs are the fortunate beneficiaries of the new sports
park that has been built
in the Frankfurt district of
Preungesheim. With a total
surface of some 65,000 m2,
the city’s largest sports facility opened its doors in 2017.
The sports park comprises
three playing fields, including all required functional
spaces and one gallery
designed for some 200 visitors. However, this construction not only impresses by
its dimensions but also by
its exposed location and
its appealing architecture.
Since the ground on which
the complex was built has
a level height difference of
twelve meters – measured
from east to west – the
outside playing fields are
located on two different
levels. The building itself
has been installed right in
between these two levels.
Turkali Architekten have
designed the sports facility
as daylight sports hall. The
wide window façade on the
western side of the building
with one perforated façade
screen and 36 skylight

elements provides for the
optimum use of daylight. In
combination with the inside
area, almost entirely timberpanelled, the building
creates a cosy and pleasant
atmosphere, which is usually
not the case with sports
halls.
The floor and the part of the
walls that have been built
into the terrain slope are
made of concrete. The rest
of the hall’s structure is fully
made of timber. The complex thus combines highly
insulated walls, a long-span
roof structure and modern
timber-glass elements,
which all harmonically
blend into the surrounding
environment. The façade
designed in Siberian Larch
dominates the architectonic
concept with its vertical
wooden cladding.

The inside walls of the
ground floor have been built
as timber stud walls, whereas
the seamless façade and the
windows have been built
by using a post and beam
construction. The largesized, prefabricated outside
wall elements have been
designed as impact walls on
their inward face using polished, uncoated chipboard
panels thus providing ballproof and sound-absorbing
features. The same applies
to the soffits.
In its capacity as partial
general contractor, Rubner
Holzbau Augsburg was
charged with construction,
factory pre-fabrication,
supply and assembly of all
construction elements.

The green roof and the soffits are made of laminated
timber beams with a construction height of 2.22 m
and an unsupported span
of 32 m.
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Completion: 2017
Building owner: Magistrat Stadt Frankfurt am Main (GER)
Architect: Turkali Architekten BDA, Frankfurt am Main (GER)
Engineering office: B+G Ingenieure Bollinger und Grohmann, Frankfurt am Main (GER)
Timber engineering: Rubner Holzbau, Augsburg (GER)
Outside wall elements: 1,000 m2
Timber-glass-façade: 160 m2
Larch cladding: 1,200 m2
Inside walls: 300 m2
Rib roof elements with green roof: 480 m2
Trapezoidal sheet elements on laminated timber beams with green roof: 1,450 m2
Laminated timber construction: 1,450 m3
Pictures: Frank Dinger
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TIMBER ENGINEERING WITH MANIFOLD OPTIONS

2

FAÇADE DESIGN

1

4

A façade is more than just
a façade – it transforms
a structural shell into a
building with character and
personality. Today’s façades
are energy-efficient and
complex building elements
with manifold properties
made of the most different
materials. Whoever thinks of
façades in combination with
timber constructions very
often ends up with the image
of visible and traditionally
treated timber surfaces or
board claddings giving a
natural look to the building. However, this must not
necessarily be the case, since
outside walls and timber
element constructions offer
far more design possibilities than the mere selection
of the type of wood or the
colour of the glaze.
For many years now, the
experts working at Rubner
Holzbau Augsburg have
proven this wide range of
design options by presenting
solutions, which reflect the
diversity of façade designs
in timber engineering – not
only in the construction of
new buildings but also in the

energetic refurbishment of
existing buildings.
On the one hand, design
and construction properties
of timber in combination
with other materials, such as
glass and aluminium, openup a wide range of the most
varied architectural options,
always considering the most
stringent ecological and
economic aspects. Lightflooded, open and transparent. No matter whether we
are talking about multi-storey
office and industrial buildings, hotels or public
buildings – post and beam
façades are well suited for
all these types.
On the other hand, the
diversity of materials that can
be used for façade cladding
not only comprises different
types of wood (such as Red
Cedar, Robinia, Larch or
even flame-treated woods)
but also panel materials (for
example fibre-cement panels
and sheet metal) as well as
ceramic and mineral-based
plasters.

Having all these different
options in mind, the
factory pre-fabricated wall
elements of Rubner Holzbau
offer a highly flexible
basic structure. The scope
of services ranges from
engineering services and
detailed engineering during
the design phase up to the
turnkey building shell, and
also includes all intermediate
steps, such as individual and
detailed workshop planning
and overall construction
site management across all
trades. Backed by adequate
production capacities, certified production processes
and highest quality standards, the company is also
able to implement largescale façades with a surface
of more than 5,000 m2 in
due time.
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1 Flat and even surface: Residential complex Domagpark, Munich
(GER) – New construction. 7,400 m2 floor area, 3,000 m2 prefabricated
façade elements, 400 m² douglas fir cladding – unplaned face –
280 m2 fire-resistant façade, aluminium supporting construction,
mineral-based plaster.
2 Variable surface: Free University of Berlin (GER) – New construction.
12,650 m2 total useable area, 5,000 m2 timber-glass façade,
6,000 m2 timber elements façade made of Alaska yellow cedar with
variable widths, silver-grey glazing and pre-patinated.
3 Ceramic surface: Student Village Hönggerberg, Zurich (CH) – New
construction - 73,800 m2 building volume, 7,770 m2 façade elements
including 750 window elements, 2,250 m2 glazing, 300 m3 glued
laminated timber + solid structural timber, curtain cladding made of
extruded ceramics.

5
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4 Low-maintenance surface: Comprehensive School of Wetter (GER)
– Energetic refurbishment project, passive house standard. 3,315 m2
pre-fabricated elements and 2,330 m2 wall surface with fibre-cement
panels and larch cladding.
5 Textile covered surface: SOS Children’s Embassy Berlin (GER) –
New construction. 1,407 m2 wall elements with robinia cladding and
curtain-type, movable membrane façade, 800 m2 post and beam
façade in grey lazed spruce including awnings.
6 Flame-treated surface: Salt storage hall Donauwörth (GER) – New
construction. 780 m2 roof elements, 450 m2 wall elements with carbonised larch façade cladding – weather-resistant and maintenance-free.

6
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7 Fully refurbished surface: Primary School of Treuchtlingen (GER) –
Energetic refurbishment project. Self-supporting timber system
façade with 1,100 m2 façade elements including artificially-aged, white
fir board cladding as well as colour accents made of timber panels.
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OPEN AND TRANSPARENT CONSTRUCTION

SCHOOL BUILDING

The municipality of Poing
(GER), a fast-growing municipality conveniently located
in terms of traffic facilities, is
situated within the Munich
catchment area. This municipality is known, among
other things, for the Poing
Bauzentrum, Bavaria’s largest
and permanent homes’
exhibition area where visitors can also visit a Rubner
designed show house.
In the new residential
district W5 “Zauberwinkel”
– which means something
like the Enchanted Corner
– some 1,400 inhabitants
have found their new homes
in an area of some 20 ha.
with fairy tale-sounding
street names like Snow
White Street, Elf’s or Fairy’s
Path. This new residential
district is highly sought-after
above all by families since
the municipality of Poing
fulfils almost 100% of the
required demand in terms of
day-care centre places and
nursery school places. This
future-oriented infrastructure has improved even
more by the installation of
a new primary school, two

additional day care centres
and one sports hall.
The two day-care centres are
designed as four, parallel
arranged two-storey
buildings with ground plan
areas of 46 x 11 m each. The
individual buildings are
connected via an 80 m long
corridor. The roof terraces
are used as playing and
outdoor areas by the groups
that occupy the upper floor.
The balustrade of the roof
terraces has been executed
with thermally decoupled
pre-fabricated components.
The primary school installed
on a surface of 81 x 36 m
comprises one upper floor,
the ground floor and the
basement. To avoid the
installation of freestanding
columns in the classrooms,
which would have certainly
limited the functionality of
these rooms, ceiling spans
of 8.40 m were executed,
and supports were integrated within the façade level.
The ground floor houses
special subject classrooms,
administrative offices, lunchhour care facilities and the

canteen. One part of the
ground floor (29 m x 16 m) is
occupied by the head space
of the sports hall, which is
installed in the basement of
the building.
The upper floor houses
12 classrooms in the four
building wings, which are
connected by the central
auditorium and the roof
terraces.
The outside building shell
is dominated by a horizontally installed larch timber
façade, which – in combination with the large-scale
glass elements – provides a
fascinating and interesting
appearance to the building.
Rubner Holzbau Augsburg
was responsible for in-factory
planning and fabrication (in
the Ober-Grafendorf facilities) of the post and beam
construction including all
connections, sealing levels
and flashings for glass
elements surrounds.
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The philosophy that is pursued in the development of this new
residential district in Poing was to create an open space in harmony
with nature. For this reason, particular importance was attached
not only to the perfect integration of the building complex into the
existing green belt but also to the buildings’ energetic standards.
In accordance to the energy saving regulation, a value was achieved
that is 30% below the reference value stipulated in this regulation.

Some 550 m2 of the 3,325 m2 large timber-glass-façade were
executed as fire-resistant glazing. The in-factory prefabricated
façade elements comprise 220 windows and 80 exterior doors
made of aluminium. In addition, Rubner installed 54 inside doors
executed as T30-RS fire-proof doors and 10 lamella windows as
well as two fire curtains.

22
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Completion: 2017
Building owner: Municipality of Poing (GER)
Architect: architektei mey ingenieure architekten bda akh, Frankfurt am Main (GER)
Project management: Stein und Partner Projektmanagement partGmbH, Munich (GER)
Structural Design: Kling Consult, Krumbach (GER)
Main construction works: Zechbau, Munich (GER)
Timber engineering: Rubner Holzbau, Augsburg (GER)
Timber-glass-façade: 3,325 m2
Pictures: Felix Löchner/Sichtkreis Architekturfotografie
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REBUILDING AND REFURBISHMENT

ST. KATHREIN THERMAL SPA
26

thia. The basic requirements
that had to be fulfilled with
the spa refurbishment project were the installation of
a modern water treatment
plant for the indoor swimming pool and the water
slide, the energetic and
safety-related renovation of
the entire building complex
as well as the upgrading of
the fire protection concept
and the provision of greatest possible accessibility.
The regional character of
the building and the closeness to the Nock Mountains
is perceptible everywhere:
starting with the outside
wood cladding up to the
pine wood panelling used
in the relaxation rooms. The
The thermal spa of St.
Bio Vitalinaugurated
Hotel Theiner’s
SouthHolzbau
Tyrol (IT)branch
Rubner
Kathrein,
in Garten,
under
leadership
of Rubner
Objektbau
as general
office
in Villach,
which as1969
andthe
last
remodelled
26
contractor,
and
in
line
with
the
ecological
and
sustainable
sumed responsibility for
years ago, has re-opened
the hotel,2017
holzius solid
timber
constructions
timber
engineering
works,
itsapproach
doors in of
September
werehaving
chosen
for building
implementation
thus fully to
has mainly contributed
after
undergone
total
avoiding any kind
of metal or glued
joints. implementathe successful
refurbishment,
modernisation of the project.
tion and structural improvement measures – and it is
In a first step, Rubner elabonow more impressive than
rated the overall planning
ever before. The oldest
for the new structural frame
preserved thermal spa in
concept. The core structural
Carinthia boasts superlatives: The 1,200 m2 extensive element was Hall 1, which
includes the large indoor
water surface is the country’s largest thermal spa and swimming pool. The greatest challenge here was to
indoor swimming pool. The
bridge spans of more than
86 m long Nock Mountains
30 m without any supporting
Slide is the longest in CarinTourists visiting the Austrian
village of Bad Kleinkirchheim
can literally immerse into
the smooth alpine world of
the Nock Mountains. This
region not only fascinates
by the highly diverse and
attractive combination of
mountains and lakes but
also by the two thermal
spas, which are located in
this small village. For more
than several decades now,
healing seeking persons
have been appreciating the
warm springs in the village.
The 36 oC warm thermal
water springs to the surface
right behind the St. Kathrein
thermal spa.

columns. This is achieved
by 3 m high truss girders
with roof structure on top
and a stable, load bearing
ceiling element at the lower
part. A suspended ceiling,
installed 1 m below, made
of acoustically effective and
perforated birch plywood is
the visible ceiling structure
from below. The space in
between is used for ventilation lines. As for the additional contract sections, i.e.
bathing areas, therapy and
relaxation areas, timber
engineering elements scored
thanks to the successful
cooperation of Rubner
facilities in Bressanone (IT)
and Ober-Grafendorf (A).
All supporting structures
and the entire roof complex,
including roof elements,
outside wall elements with
larch cladding and shingle
cladding as well as inside
walls and finishing works
up to pine wood panelling
in the relaxation areas have
thus been provided from
one single source.
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Completion: 2017
Building Owner: Therme St. Kathrein, Bad Kleinkirchheim (AT)
Architect: PML- Leitner, Seeboden, Hosner-Trattler, Spittal an der Drau (AT)
Supporting structure design: Bauingenieure Lackner Egger ZT, Villach (AT)
General contractor: Rubner Holzbau, Villach (AT)
Glued laminated timber construction: 517 m3
Roof elements: 3,500 m2
Wall elements: 400 m2
Pictures: Rubner Holzbau/Adrian Hipp, Gert Perauer
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FOR AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY

VOCATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL
30

For more than 120 years
now, the Vocational Training
School for Agriculture and
Forestry Grabnerhof in
Admont (A) is specialized
in the vocational training of
students focussing on the
fields of grassland, forestry,
alpine farming and direct
marketing. The attached
farm, which includes animal
husbandry, forestry and
alpine farming, also delivers
exquisite and selected
products, which are processed by the students in
the scope of their vocational
training and then sold in the
school-owned and operated
farm-shop.
A new stable complex was
built on a surface of some
3,125 m2 including two individual buildings. The stable,
which allows the allocation
of 170 cows, 40 sheep and
lambs as well as 30 milk
goats, replaces the formerly
existing six stables. In addition, this new complex also
comprises a visitor’s centre
and a practical training
room.

provided with an individual
space of 15.5 m2. In the
compost barn, an area bedded with wood chips and
designed for a capacity of
50 cows, the cows can move
freely on a soft surface. The
compost produced in this
barn is then used as fertiliser
on the adjacent meadows.
Feeding has been entirely
automatized. Only the storage container needs to
be filled. In a second step
a robot takes the pre-set
quantities, mixes the food
and transports the mixture
to the animal’s rest and
feeding area. The required
energy is produced by a
50 kW photovoltaic plant
that is installed on the
stable’s roof. The generated
electric power is directly
used on the farm. Even the
electric Hoftrac, a vehicle
that is used for works in the
stable, is driven by the generated power with any noise
emissions at all.

Rubner Holzbau OberGrafendorf was responsible
for the design, production,
supply and assembly of
the very distinctive glued
laminated timber construction including the cold roof
structure. The stable’s wall
covering is made of larch
cladding. Reinforced, factory
pre-fabricated wall elements
were used in the visitor’s
area. The roof, which
includes primary boarding,
roofing membrane, battens
and counter-battens, was
prepared to allow for later
sheet metal covering.

This new building satisfies
the highest standards of
ecological animal husbandry.
This means, among other
features, that each cow is
31

Completion: 2017
Building owner: LFS Grabnerhof-Land Steiermark, Admont (AT)
Design: Planungsbüro Minichshofer, Enns (AT)
Timber engineering: Rubner Holzbau, Ober-Grafendorf (AT)
Glued laminated timber construction: 325 m3
Pictures: Rubner Holzbau

FUTURE-ORIENTED AND ECOLOGICALLY FOCUSSED

GLUED LAMINATED TIMBER
34

For many decades now,
laminated timber has been
manufactured at the
production sites of Rubner
Holzbau, Europe’s leading
timber engineering company. Presently, annual
production volumes amount
to some 80,000 m3. In the
course of certified production
processes, the cell structure
of timber is not being modified but rather emphasized
and highlighted, and the
mechanical performance
of the material is even
improved.
The load-bearing capacity
of laminated timber can be
compared to that of steel,
yet with considerably less
weight. The material guarantees long fire resistance, high
seismic safety - compared
to solid constructions - and
it is highly resistant against
aggressive media. When
used on construction sites,
the material scores with high
prefabrication rates and
allows constructions over
long span widths eliminating,
at the same time, any thermal bridge effects (Rubner
has executed projects with
self-supporting spans of up

to 143 m, such as it was the
case in the ENEL carbon
reservoir). In addition,
the material provides for
aesthetically demanding
constructions and this also
explains the increasing
share of laminated timber
supporting structures
compared to concrete and
steel structures.
Based on industrially dried
wood lamellas (mostly
spruce but also pine, larch,
fir and other wood types)
obtained from the companyowned sawmill in Styria (A),
individually designed beams
of any type are produced
up to a length of 50 m. All
production stages are fully
automated adhering to
assured quality standards,
and once fabrication has
been concluded, the beams
are accurately trimmed by
CNC-controlled machines.
The manufacturing process
that is executed in terms
of the German automation
standards of “Industrie 4.0”
provides for the best possible product, which satisfies

all requirements – starting
with digital quality definition
of the lamellas at the very
beginning of the manufacturing chain up to trimming,
delivery, just-in-time supply
and assembly at the very
end of the process.
Apart from technical excellence, all Rubner Holzbau
production facilities are
operated in accordance with
one additional common
denominator: ecological
principles and the conservation and protection of our
habitat at all levels are top
priority issues. This high
standard is underlined by
using domestic woods in
combination with ecologic
and PEFC- certified forest
exploitation, lowest possible
primary energy input, recycling of waste materials and
good ecological balance.
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Depending on the clients’ demands, Rubner Holzbau executes
either the entire CAD-design of simple supporting structures
up to complex and wide-span truss girder constructions in
combination with three-dimensional systems, or it produces
construction components based on the planning documents
that have been made available. The specific scope of services
is determined in any case by the client himself and may comprise design and coating of beams, delivery and installation
of assembly systems, transport of finished components and
modules as well as assembly by company staff.
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LIGHT-FILLED HALL FOR FRUIT SORTING

APPLE’S LAND

Water and untouched nature – these are the key words that characterise the Non Valley. All you need is the pure water from the
Non Valley, mixed with the warm sun during the summer months
and finally seasoned with the care and attention of the valley
farmers. As a result, you will obtain the delicious Melinda Apple
with Protected Designation of Origin PDO.

The Non Valley is the
most extensive valley of
the Trentino Province in
Southern Tyrol. It is located
in the western heart of this
Province right in the Dolomite Alps and is well-known
throughout Europe because
of its apple plantations, the
region’s symbolic fruit.
Since its foundation in the
year 1989, the Melinda
Cooperative roofs and
coordinates several smaller
cooperatives with a total of
5,200 families. Since all of
them are dedicated to fruit
growing, they have become
a major factor in agricultural
and food production. The
cooperative needed a new
processing facility, which
should be able to respond
to changing market conditions. The aim was to install
a processing and packing
facility for fresh products,
which allowed to rapidly
respond to the constantly
changing demands in terms
of quantities and distribution arrangements.

There were several requirements that had to be taken
into account for the extension of the already existing
production facility in Denno
(IT): secure the functional
aspect of an industrial building paired with the desire
to build a manufacture of a
very special kind, achieve
the harmonious integration
into surrounding landscape,
provide for high-comfort
work places and, not to
forget, achieve high energy
efficiency.
The complex that has been
built with a roofed area
of some 10,000 m2 offers
a total usable surface of
22,100 m2 on four floors. In
the inside, the naturalness
of wood, used in the two
huge roof structures made
of glued laminated timber,
was meant to provide for
a pleasant working atmosphere.

The saw tooth roof of the
processing hall is composed
of two large box girders with
an overall length of some
60 m. The lean and Y-shaped
forked pillars made of
concrete and steel, which
support the roof structure,
symbolise the branches of an
apple tree. The box girders
have a height of almost 3 m.
The natural light coming in
from above considerably increases the lightness in the
large hall. The roof structure
of the hall rests on timber
columns. A secondary roof
truss with several roof girders rests on the main girder,
which is made of glued
laminated timber elements
and spans 36 m.
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Completion: 2014
Building Owner: Consorzio Melinda (IT)
Architect and site management: Studio Azzali, Trento (IT)
Timber engineering: Rubner Holzbau, Bressanone (IT)
Usable area: 22,100 m2
Roof surface: 5,200 m2
Glued laminated timber construction: approx. 2,000 m3
Pictures: Claudia Marini

GERMANY

In the scope of an extensive housing building
project, a residential complex of four apartment
houses “WA10” is presently being built in the Munich
borough of Schwabing. The three- to four-storey
buildings are made of a reinforced concrete skeleton
structure. Rubner Holzbau Augsburg has implemented the building shells in the form of prefabricated
wall elements with inside facing shell and windows.
The outside walls have been provided with a mineralbased plaster façade including exterior insulation
finishing system.

FRANCE

PHILIPPINES

All timber engineering works required for the new Mactan Cebu International Airport on
the Philippines have been concluded. Reception of the building complex by the client took
place in August this year within the prescribed schedule and after an assembly period of
only 5 months. All in all, Rubner has produced 4,500 m3 of glued laminated timber elements,
which were delivered to the site in three tranches by shipping the parts via the Rhine-MainDanube axis and Antwerpen to its final destination. The individual elements were then
assembled by a team of Rubner experts, which was reinforced by local workers. The airport
will be put into operation in the year 2018. This complex building is one of the world’s largest
structural frame entirely made of glued laminated timber. As far as Asia is concerned, this
building will be the first airport construction, which is entirely made of glued laminated
timber elements.

PREVIEW

UNDER CONSTRUCTION AND
COMPLETED

In October this year, the huge, ecological holiday resort Villages
Nature® - located some 32 km away from Paris and some 6 km
away from Disneyland ® - opened its doors to the public. This
resort has been built adhering to the ten principles of “One Planet
Living”, such as zero CO2 emissions, no waste, environmentally
compatible traffic, sustainable materials, etc. Rubner Holzbau
Chassieu (FR) was charged with production, transport and assembly of the 531 cottages. This equals a production volume of some
60,000 m2 of wall elements, 3,000 m3 of glued laminated timber
components as well as 1,000 cantilevered-type canopy roofs and
25,000 linear metres of larch elements.
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Austria
Rubner Holzbau GmbH
Rennersdorf 62
3200 Ober-Grafendorf, Austria
Phone: +43 2747 2251-0
holzbau.obergrafendorf@rubner.com

Germany
Rubner Holzbau GmbH
Am Mittleren Moos 53
86167 Augsburg, Germany
Phone: +49 821 710 6410
holzbau.augsburg@rubner.com

Italy
Rubner Holzbau S.p.A.
Alfred Ammon Str. 12
39042 Bressanone (BZ), Italy
Phone: +39 0472 822 666
holzbau.brixen@rubner.com

Branch Office Villach
Kanzianibergweg 14
9584 Finkenstein, Austria
Phone: +43 4254 50 444-0
holzbau.villach@rubner.com

France
Rubner SAS
36 avenue des Frères Montgolfier
69680 Chassieu, France
Phone: +33 472 790 630
direction.lyon@rubner.com

Rubner Holzbau Sud S.p.A.
Zona Industriale
83045 Calitri (AV), Italy
Phone.: +39 0827 308 64
holzbau.calitri@rubner.com
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